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THE EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT AND ARTICLE V:
A FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS OF THE EXTENSION
AND RESCISSION ISSUES
INTRODUCTION
Article V of the United States Constitution,1 which provides
procedures for constitutional amendment, has rarely been analyzed,
either by commentators 2 or by the judiciary.3  The recent debate
surrounding the ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment
4
[hereinafter "ERA"], and, in particular, the attempts by some states
to rescind prior ratifications 5 have, however, generated much com-
ment.6 These discussions, which have proceeded primarily from a
I See text accompanying note 19 infra.
2 For one of the few extensive treatments of article V see L. ORmELD, AMEND-
IN THE FEDERAL CONSTrUTON (1942).
3 Those cases that specifically construe article V are Coleman v. Miller, 307
U.S. 433 (1939) (prior rejection of proposed amendment by state legislature does
not prohibit subsequent ratification; determination of reasonable time period for
ratification is a political question); United States v. Sprague, 282 U.S. 716 (1931)
(article V places choice of method of ratification within the sole discretion of
Congress and does not require that amendments granting new direct powers over
individuals be ratified in conventions); Leser v. Garnett, 258 U.S. 130 (1922)
(amendments that increase the size of the electorate are within the amending power
of article V); Dillon v. Gloss, 256 U.S. 368 (1921) (Congress may constitutionally
limit ratification period); National Prohibition Cases, 253 U.S. 350 (1920) (Con-
gress's action in proposing an amendment is sufficient indication of congressional
determination of its necessity: no express declaration is necessary); Hawke v.
Smith, 253 U.S. 221 (1920) (article V does not permit use of binding referendum
to determine state ratification of proposed amendment); Hollingsworth v. Virginia, 3
U.S. (3 Dall.) 378 (1798) (Constitution does not require presidential approval of
proposed amendments).
4 See note 7 infra.
5 Idaho, Nebraska, Tennessee, and Kentucky have passed resolutions rescinding
their ERA ratifications. N.Y. Times, May 28, 1978, at A44, col. 2. The situation
is further complicated in Kentucky, where the lieutenant governor vetoed the
rescission resolution. Id. Further attempts at rescission may be forthcoming. See
N.Y. Times, Feb. 17, 1978, at 18, col. 1.
6 See3 e.g., Burke, Validity of Attempts to Rescind Ratification of the Equal
Rights Amendment, 8 U.W.L.A. L. REv. 1 (1976); Elder, Article V, Justiciability,
and the Equal Rights Amendment, 31 OKLA. L. REv. 63 (1978); Heckman,
Ratification of a Constitutional Amendment: Can a State Change Its Mind?, 6
CorN. L. Ilv. 28 (1973); Kanowitz & Klinger, Can a State Rescind Its Equal
Rights Amendment Ratification: Who Decides and How?, 28 HAsnmws L. J. 979
(1977); Note, Reversals in the Federal Constitutional Amendment Process: Efficacy
of State Ratifications of the Equal Rights Amendment, 49 IND. L.J. 147 (1973)
[hereinafter cited as Reversals]; Comment, Rescinding Ratification of Proposed Con-
stitutional Amendments-A Question for the Court, 37 LA. L. REv. 896 (1977);
Note, The Equal Rights Amendment: Will States Be Allowed to Change Their
Minds?, 49 No=, DAMm LAw. 657 (1974); Comment, Constitutional Amendments-
The Justiciability of Ratification and Retraction, 41 TENN. L. REv. 93 (1973).
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historical perspective using the sketchy case law that is available, have
generally proved inconclusive. Rather than revisit ground that
others have thoroughly covered, this Comment attempts, instead, to
discern the meaning of article V by offering a framework for its in-
terpretation and application.
The joint resolution proposing the ERA,7 passed by Congress on
March 22, 1972,8 limited the ratification period to seven years.
Although thirty-five of the required thirty-eight states have ratified
the proposed amendment,9 it is doubtful that three additional states
would have done so before the original March 22, 1979 deadline.10
Accordingly, Congress has passed a resolution extending the ratifica-
tion deadline for thirty-nine additional months." Complicating
7 H.R.J. Res. 208, 92d Cong., 2d Sess., 86 Stat. 1523 (1972). The text of the
resolution states:
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled (two-thirds of each House con-
curring therein), That the following article is proposed as an amendment
to the Constitution of the United States, which shall be valid to all intents
and purposes as part of the Constitution when ratified by the legislatures
of three-fourths of the several States within seven years from the date of its
submission by the Congress:
"Article-
"Section 1. Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States or by any State on account of sex.
"Sec. 2. The Congress shall have the power to enforce, by appro-
priate legislation, the provisions of this article.
"Sec. 3. This amendment shall take effect two years after the date
of ratification."
(Emphasis of time limitation clause added).
sThe joint resolution proposing the ERA was passed by the House of Repre-
sentatives on October 12, 1971, by a vote of 354 to 24, H.R.J. Res. 208, 92d Cong.,
1st Sess., 117 CoNG. Msc. 35,815 (1971), 86 Stat. 1523 (1972). The Senate
approved the resolution on March 22, 1972, by a margin of 84 to 8, S.J. Res. No. 8,
92d Cong., 2d Sess., 188 CONG. REC. 9598 (1972).
9These states are: Alaska, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii,
Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New
York, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Dakota,
Tennessee, Texas, Vermont, Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
Kanowitz & Klinger, supra note 6, at 980 n.5; N.Y. Times, Jan. 19, 1977, at A14,
col 1.
10 See Kanowitz & Klinger, supra note 6, at 981; cf. N.Y. Times, Apr. 16, 1978,
§ 4, at 18, col. I (criticizing extension movement and urging political action to gain
adoption by the deadline).
11 H.R.J. Res. 638, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. (1978):
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstanding any pro-
vision of House Joint Resolution 208 of the Ninety-second Congress, second
session, to the contrary, the article of amendment proposed to the States
in such joint resolution shall be valid to all intents and purposes as part
of the Constitution when ratified by the legislatures of three-fourths of the
several States not later than June 30, 1982.
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the situation are the decisions of four state legislatures to rescind
prior ratifications.
12
Circumscribing the politics of the extension and rescission issues
are questions of constitutional import. Although Congress may
establish a deadline for the ratification of a proposed constitutional
amendment,' 3 its authority to extend such a deadline is unclear.
14
Rescission presents a similarly murky picture, particularly when
paired with the extension question. Although commentators have
long speculated that state legislatures lack constitutional authority
to rescind prior ratifications, 15 it has been argued that congressional
extension of the ratification deadline would (or should) implicitly
authorize such rescissions."0 The ultimate fate of the ERA depends
in large measure upon the resolution of these issues.
This Comment will explore the constitutional dimensions of
this most recent round of ERA politics, suggesting a framework for
the analysis of the extension and rescission issues. Whether Con-
gress has the power to extend the ratification deadline or whether
state legislatures can rescind prior ratifications must turn on an
interpretation of the source of the constitutional amending power,
article V of the Constitution.'7 Thus this Comment will focus on
article V, examining first its express language and the framers'
values implicit in that language or discoverable from historical
sources. Moreover, because the Constitution is a living document,
"intended to endure for ages to come, and, consequently, to be
The House of Representatives passed the resolution on August 15, 1978, by a
vote of 233 to 189. 124 CONG. REC. H8664-65 (daily ed. Aug. 15, 1978). The
Senate approved it on October 6, 1978, by a vote of 60 to 36. 124 CONG. REC.
S17,318-19 (daily ed. Oct. 6, 1978).
12 See note 5 supra.
Both Houses rejected amendments to the extension resolution that would have
allowed rescission. 124 CONG. REC. H8658 (daily ed. Aug. 15, 1978); 124 CONG.
lEc. S16,946 (daily ed. Oct. 3, 1978); 124 CONG. REC. S17,031, S17,048 (daily ed.
Oct. 4, 1978). An eventual decision to allow rescission is not, however, precluded.
See Equal Rights Amendment Extension: Hearings on H.J. Res. 638 Before the
Subcomm. on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House Comm. on the Judiciary,
95th Cong., 1st & 2d Sess. (1977-1978) [hereinafter cited as Hearings], at 46
(testimony of Laurence H. Tribe). Professor Tribe stated: "It seems to me that
this sort of judgment [i.e., whether rescission should be recognized] can only be
made finally at the time a given Congress votes to decide whether an amendment
has been validly ratified."
1
3 Dillon v. Gloss, 256 U.S. 368 (1921).
14 See generally Hearings, supra note 12.
' 5 E.g., J. JA mSON, A TrEATISE ON CONSTrrTONAL CONVENTIONS 629-33
(4th ed. 1887).
16 See, e.g., Hearings, supra note 12, at 68-69 (statement of Charles L. Black,
Jr.).
17 See text accompanying note 19 infra.
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adapted to the various crises of human affairs," 18 a thorough analy-
sis must include fundamental political values of contemporary
relevance as well.
Once those values that give meaning to article V have been
articulated, they must be examined in light of the constitutional
questions at issue: will extension of the time limitation for ratifica-
tion of a constitutional amendment or rescission of a previous
ratification significantly advance or retard the value under con-
sideration? Moreover, the various values must be compared with
one another: a given action may significantly advance one value
while simultaneously retarding another, necessitating a choice
among values. Thus the ultimate constitutional interpreter must
balance the relevant values in order to give meaning to article V.
An equally fundamental question inherent in the ERA con-
troversy is the identity of that ultimate decisionmaker: which branch
of government will determine whether extension and/or rescission
are constitutionally permissible? The concluding section of this
Comment therefore focuses on the appropriate role of the courts in
reviewing issues arising from the amendatory process.
I. FRAMEWORK FOR INTERPRETATION
A. Framers' Values
1. Origin
An analysis of the extension and rescission issues must begin
with the source of constitutional amending power, article V of the
Constitution:
The Congress, whenever two thirds of both Houses shall
deem it necessary, shall propose Amendments to this Con-
stitution, or on the Application of the Legislatures of
two thirds of the several States, shall call a Convention
for proposing Amendments, which, in either Case, shall
be valid to all Intents and Purposes, as Part of this Con-
stitution, when ratified by the Legislatures of three fourths
of the several States, or by Conventions in three fourths
thereof, as the one or the other Mode of Ratification may
be proposed by the Congress; Provided that no Amendment
which may be made prior to the Year One thousand eight
hundred and eight shall in any Manner affect the first and
fourth Clauses in the Ninth Section of the first Article;
and that no State, without its Consent, shall be deprived
of its equal Suffrage in the Senate. 9
18 McCulloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316, 415 (1819).
19 U.S. CONST. art. V.
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It is clear that the text of article V does not expressly 20 address
the issue of extension 2' or that of rescission. 22  Because the tradi-
tional method of constitutional interpretation imputes meaning to
the Constitution by attempting to ascertain the intentions of the
20 Although the text of article V addresses neither extension nor rescission,
various inferences have been drawn as to its meaning. It can be argued, for exam-
ple, that Congress cannot extend the deadline for ratification because its role in the
amending process is limited to the "proposal" of an amendment, the power to choose
the mode of ratification being merely a ministerial fiction. See Memorandum
from John M. Harmon, Assistant Attorney General, to the Hon. Robert J. Lipshultz,
Counsel to the President, on the Constitutionality of Extending the Time Period for
Ratification of the Proposed Equal Rights Amendment (Oct. 31, 1977) [hereinafter
cited as Memo], reprinted in Hearings, supra note 12, at 7, 9-10; Heckman, supra
note 6, at 29. On the other hand, it can also be argued that these duties evidence
a "wide range of [congressional] power" in proposing amendments, Dillon v. Gloss,
256 U.S. 368, 373 (1921), which includes the power to establish and extend a
deadline for ratification. See generally Memo, supra. - Similarly, it has been sug-
gested that article V's "when ratified" language implicitly restricts to ratification any
state's involvement in the amending process. E.g., J. JAMESON, supra note 15, at
631-33. Conversely, it can be argued that, read in context, the word "ratified" is
directed solely at the contemporaneity of ratification, cf. Dillon v. Gloss, 256 U.S.
368, 375 (1921) ("ratification must be within some reasonable time after the
proposal"), and therefore implies nothing about the power of rescission.
21 Indeed, imposition of a seven-year limit on the ratification period is a rela-
tively recent development. It was first used for the eighteenth amendment, proposed
in 1917. Dillon v. Gloss, 256 U.S. 368, 371-72 (1921). Since then, limitations
have been imposed on the ratification periods of all but two proposed amendments:
the nineteenth amendment, and the never ratified child labor amendment, H.R.J.
Res. 184, 68th Cong., 1st Sess., 43 Stat. 670 (1924). See Memo, supra note 20, in
Hearings, supra note 12, at 9, 12. The original practice was to include the time
limitation within the body of the amendment itself. Subsequent practice, after the
proposal of the twenty-second amendment, has been to place the limitation within
the resolution proposing the amendment rather than within the text of the amend-
ment. See, e.g., H.R.J. Res. 208, 92d Cong., 2d Sess., 86 Stat. 1523 (1972)
(proposing ratification of the ERA).
Some have used the placement of the time limitation to argue that only a
majority, rather than a two-thirds, vote of each house is necessary to extend the
ratification period for the ERA. See Hearings, supra note 12, at 39 (statement of
Laurence H. Tribe). This controversy may become heated, as the extension resolu-
tion was passed by less than two-thirds of each house. See note 11 supra. To the
extent that Congress's proposal of time limitations stems from its article V power to
propose necessary and effective changes, such limitations are arguably bound by the
two-thirds requirement.
A related question is whether the extension resolution must be submitted to the
President for signature. See Black, On Article I, Section 7, Clause 3-and the
Amendment of the Constitution, 87 YALE L.J. 896 (1978) [hereinafter cited as
On Article I(7)(3)]. President Carter has, however, signed the ERA extension
resolution. See TimE, Oct. 23, 1978, at 32. Thus, at least in the context of the
ERA, the issue has become moot.
22 Prior to the ERA, states rarely attempted to rescind ratifications of proposed
amendments, doing so only with regard to the fourteenth, fifteenth, and nineteenth
amendments. See Note, Reversals, supra note 6, at 150. While the popular per-
ception appears to be that rescission is barred, see, e.g., Memo, supra note 20, in
Hearings, supra note 12, at 9, its historical precedent is cloaked in confusion. Com-
pare, e.g., the analysis of the ratification of the fourteenth amendment in Coleman
v. Miller, 307 U.S. 433, 449 (1939) with that offered in Corwin & Ramsey, The
Constitutional Law of Constitutional Amendments, 26 NoTmE DAm LAw. 185,
202-05 (1951).
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framers,23 an inquiry into the reasons underlying the distribution
of powers manifested in article V and the limitations on those
powers is required.
An understanding of the policies underlying article V must
begin with an examination of the framers' experiences under the
Articles of Confederation. When the ex-colonists drafted the
Articles they were concerned with the potentially harmful effects
that a strong national government could have upon the autonomy
of the states.24 The resulting document therefore emphasized the
independence of the states and delegated limited authority to the
national government.25 In order to ensure the continuing sover-
eignty of the states, the Articles of Confederation provided an
amendatory process that virtually precluded any change in the
substance of the Articles:
[T]he articles of this confederation shall be inviolaby
observed by every State, and the union shall be perpetual;
nor shall any alteration at any time hereafter be made
in any of them, unless such alteration be agreed to in a
Congress of the United States, and be afterwards confirmed
by the legislatures of every State.26
This requirement of perfect consensus undermined the effec-
tiveness of the Articles as a framework for a national government. 27
All attempts to amend the document in order to strengthen that
national government were defeated. 28  The resulting crisis, brought
about in part by the need for a strong national government and in
23For examples of this approach see McCleskey, Along the Midway: Some
Thoughts on Democratic Constitution-Amending, 66 MICH. L. REv. 1001, 1006 n.22
(1968).
24 See THE FEDERA.ST No. 21 (A. Hamilton).
25 See THE FEDEasT No. 39 (J. Madison).
20 ART. Or Cou 'ED. art. XI (emphasis added).
27 According to [then Virginia Governor Edmund] Randolph [speaking at
the Constitutional Convention], the Congress under the Confederation was
impotent. Specifically: (1) it could neither prevent the states from vio-
lating international treaties, nor secure their safety in the event of war;
(2) it could not prevent them from engaging in rivalrous and harmful
commercial and fiscal policies; (3) it lacked the power to undertake internal
improvements in agriculture and manufactures, or to secure freer inter-
course among citizens; (4) it was internally divided and largely at the
mercy of local views and interests; and (5) it was the juridical creature of
the state legislatures.
P. EmEERG, THm PImLosoPHY oF TE AmEcAN CoNsrrunoN 42 (1968) (foot-
note omitted).
28 "All attempts at amending the Articles of Confederation were frustrated by
the requirement of unanimous consent by the thirteen states to any change in the
constitutional system." A. HOLComE, THE CONSrrONAL SYsTEM 44 (rev. ed.
1969).
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part by the Articles' inability to respond effectively to chronic
political problems, 29 led to the convening of the constitutional con-
vention of 1787.80
The framers' experience with the Articles of Confederation
underscored the need for an amending process in the new con-
stitution that would allow the government and the political system
to respond effectively to a changing environment.31 The framers
attempted to construct a written constitution that could undergo
change when "necessary," and, by implication, that could change in
a manner that would "effectively" respond to a political problem.
Hence they sought an amendatory process that would promote
necessary and effective constitutional change. On the other hand,
the framers retained their view of the consensus value as the seminal
democratic value,8 2 of particular importance in light of their fear
2 9 The central government, for example, lacked the power to restore its dan-
gerously low credit. Several amendments were considered that would have author-
ized the national government to levy import duties regarded as "indispensably
necessary" for the restoration of credit; the efforts to amend, however, proved futile.
See Martig, Amending the Constitution: Article V: The Keystone of the Arch, 35
MicH. L. REv. 1253, 1257 (1937). The framers were directly concerned with the
survival of the American republican form of government. See G. Woon, THE
CREAMoN OF TnE AmERcIAN REPuBLIc 1776-1787, at 463-67 (1969).
8o Id. 1256. For a view of the Articles of Confederation as "a natural outcome
of the revolutionary movement within the American colonies" rather than as "the
result of either ignorance or inexperience" see M. JENSEN, Thr AncTCLEs OF
CONFEDERAnON 239 (1963).
S1 The framers' growing recognition of this need is illustrated most tellingly by
the Convention's gradual acceptance of a congressional role in the amending process.
See Kauper, The Alternative Amendment Process: Some Observations, 66 MIcH. L.
REv. 903, 905 (1968). One of the early drafts expressly excluded Congress from
the amending process, see note 33 infra; the appropriateness of congressional par-
ticipation in the process was not accepted until the close of the debates on Article
V. 2 M. FARnAND, THE REcoRDs OF THE FEDERAr CONvENTION OF 1787 at 559
(rev. ed. 1937). In seconding a motion to reconsider the amending procedure,
Alexander Hamilton explained that while the states would only favor amendments
which increased their power, Congress would be especially able "to perceive," and
would "be more sensible, to the necessity of amendments." Scheips, The Significance
and Adoption of Article V of the Constitution, 26 Nom D.AM LAw. 46, 54-55
(1950). On the basis of this argument that Congress can best perceive a need for
change, the framers gave Congress a role in the amending process, but not exclusive
power as Hamilton had proposed.
3 2 See Tim FEDERALXST No. 22 (A. Hamilton); No. 39 (J. Madison).
The primacy of the consensus value can be seen as resulting in the conclusion
that only necessary change is permissible. Thus article V itself provides that "[t]he
Congress, whenever two thirds of both Houses shall deem it necessary, shall propose
Amendments to this Constitution." U.S. CONST. art. V (emphasis supplied). See
also Dillon v. Gloss, 256 U.S. 368, 375 (1921) ("[I]t is only when there is deemed
to be a necessity therefor that amendments are to be proposed. ... ). The diffi-
culty of the amendment process is itself a guarantee that only necessary, and not
superfluous, amendments will be offered. See 3 J. STORY, CoiwdNTA.rsS ON THE
CONsTrrTTON OF TE UNrrED STATES 688-90 (1833). See also THE FEDERALIST
No. 43 (J. Madison).
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of abuse of power by the national government or by large states.33
Thus the framers desired to further, through article V, the two
not entirely compatible goals of consensus, which restrains power,
and necessary and effective change, which requires unrestrained
power. This dilemma was resolved by resort to the paradigm of
American governmental structure: a functional separation of powers.
Congress, "sensitive to the necessity of amendments," 34was granted
the power to determine when an amendment was needed and to
determine the mode of ratification, 35 and, implicitly from the power
to "propose" amendments, the power to determine what form of
amendment would be effective. The States were granted the power
of ratification 3 6-to confirm popular support for the congressional
perception of and solution for the problem.3 7  Moreover, the per-
centage of states that must ratify an amendment before it may be-
come effective was set at seventy-five, in contrast to the requirement
of unanimity under the Articles: consensus would still be advanced,
but change would be facilitated. Thus the separation of powers
promised to check abuses by either branch, while the functional
assignment of powers promised to achieve most effectively, within
the constraint of separation, the dual goals of consensus and neces-
sary and effective change .
3
This understanding of the framers' design gives article V a
more coherent gloss. Article V's assignment of the "proposal" power
to Congress assumed Congress's superior ability as the national
legislature to discern flaws of a national dimension in the American
political structure and to ascertain the type of amendment that
would most effectively remedy those problems. Article V's assign-
ment of "ratification" power to the states turned on their closer
33 See, e.g., C. MmumAm, THE WRrrEN CONSTITUTION AN"D T UNw"rmN
ATTITUDE 6-7 (1931).
As mentioned in note 31 supra, one of the early drafts of what came to be
article V expressly excluded the national legislature from the amending process:
"That provision ought to be made for amending the system now to be established,
without requiring the assent of the National Legislature." 1 M. FamA-mD, supra
note 31, at 121. Further illustrating the fear that national power would by its very
nature conflict with the states' best interests, the framers constructed Article V so
that the states would be able to amend the Constitution without congressional action.
See Kauper, supra note 31, at 905. As to the fear of abuse of the states' power,
the framers, although not requiring unanimous state approval as in the Articles of
Confederation, did reject a proposal for a two-thirds majority in favor of three-
fourths. Scheips, supra note 31, at 55-56.
34 Scheips, supra note 31, at 54-55.
35 U.S. CONST. art. V.
361d.
37 See Kauper, supra note 31, at 903.
3 8 See id. See also C. MEinuAm, supra note 33, at 6-7.
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proximity to the people: the states could most accurately reflect the
existence vel non of consensus. But this bifurcation of amending
power by function represents more than the assignment of power
according to expertise; it reflects a deliberate choice to have two
loci of power in order to restrain the exercise of that power. If
the Constitution is to be interpreted in accordance with the inten-
tions of its framers, the amending procedure must include at least
these respective functions: Congress's proposal of an amendment
must advance the goals of necessary and effective change, and the
states' ratification of an amendment must promote the goal of con-
sensus.
2. Contemporary Relevance
Although circumstances have changed immeasurably since the
Constitutional Convention, the importance of the framers' twin
goals of necessary and effective change and consensus continues.
From the framers' perspective, "necessity" and "effectiveness" re-
ferred to the capacity to correct mistakes that experience would
uncover in the governmental structure. Thus the framers' concern
was an immediate one-the regime's survival.3 9 Today the need for
change stems not from immediate peril of governmental collapse,
but from the rapid and fundamental changes brought about through
modernization.
Strict adherence to the historical meaning of the framers' values
of necessary and effective change and consensus would preclude
amendment to solve problems that were not inherent in the orig-
inal document, but were instead brought about by a changing
world. The Constitution, however, was "intended to endure for
ages to come, and, consequently, to be adapted to the various crises
of human affairs." 40 Its provisions are "living institutions," 41 ad-
vancing with the changing times to maintain their vitality. No-
where can the view of the Constitution as a "living institution" be
more validly applied than in the amendatory process itself-a process
which, unlike any other in the Constitution, explicity contemplates
39 See note 29 supra & accompanying text.
4oMcCulloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316, 415 (1819). Indeed, the
somewhat ambiguous nature of the constitutional text provides some evidence that
the Constitution was intended as an adaptable document. Miller, Notes on the
Concept of the "Living" Constitution, 31 GEo. WAsH. L. REv. 881, 885 (1963).
41 Gompers v. United States, 233 U.S. 604, 610 (1914). See 4 THoMAs
JEFFERsON's Woas 290-92 (T. Randolph ed. 1829). This is what Chief Justice
Marshall meant when he urged the nation never to forget "that it is a constitution
we are expounding." McCulloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316, 407 (1819).
See Missouri v. Holland, 252 U.S. 416, 433 (1920).
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change.42  Thus the framers' principle that the Constitution be
amended when necessary in a manner designed to be effective de-
rives meaning from contemporary affairs; "necessary change" is as
Congress chooses to define it in deciding whether to propose an
amendment,43 in order to allow the governmental structure to re-
spond effectively to a constantly changing environment.44
Unlike the principle of "necessary and effective" change, con-
sensus is defined specifically within the context of article V as rati-
fication by three-fourths of the states. 45  Aside from that constitu-
tional definition, consensus continues to have contemporary
relevance as an important political value, functioning to maintain
42 See J. STORY, supra note 32, at 686:
It is obvious, that no human government can ever be perfect; and that it
is impossible to foresee, or guard against all the exigencies, which may, in
different ages, require different adaptations and modifications of power to
suit the various necessities of the people.... A government, which, in its
own organization, provides no means of change, but assumes to be fixed
and unalterable, must, after a while, become wholly unsuited to the cir-
cumstances of the nation; and it will either degenerate into a despotism,
or by the pressure of its inequalities bring on a revolution. It is wise,
therefore, in every government, and especially in a republic, to provide
means for altering, and improving the fabric of government, as time and
experience, or the new phases of human affairs, may render proper, to
promote the happiness and safety of the people.
43 See National Prohibition Cases, 253 U.S. 350, 386 (1920). "The adoption
by both houses . . . of a joint resolution proposing an amendment to the Consti-
tution sufficiently shows that the proposal was deemed necessary by all who voted
for it."
The determination whether a constitutional amendment is necessary to deal
effectively with a perceived problem is logically a three step process. First, it is
necessary to determine that a problem of sufficient magnitude to require a consti-
tutional solution exists. Second, the need for formal change (a constitutional amend-
ment) as opposed to informal change must be established. See note 62 infra.
Finally, it must be determined that the proposed amendment will provide an
effective solution to the problem. For an articulation of the factors underlying
congressional belief in the necessity of the ERA see S. REP. No. 689, 92d Cong.,
2d Sess. (1972); H.R. REP. No. 359, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. (1971). See also Brown,
Emerson, Falk, & Freedman, The Equal Rights Amendment: A Constitutional Basis
for Equal Rights for Women, 80 YALE L.J. 871 (1971).
44 Any other conclusion would imply that, aside from specific textual limitations,
see note 54 infra, the Constitution contains implicit substantive limits on con-
gressional power to propose constitutional amendments. This position has, however,
been affirmatively rejected throughout American history. See United States v.
Sprague, 282 U.S. 716 (1931) (article V does not require that amendments granting
new direct powers over individuals be ratified in conventions); Leser v. Garnett,
258 U.S. 130 (1922) (amendments that increase the size of the electorate are
within the amending power of article V); National Prohibition Cases, 253 U.S.
350 (1920) (eighteenth amendment is within amending power of article V); W.
LrvTNcSTON, FEDERALISM An CoNsTrruTIOnAL CHANGE 238-41 (1956) ("To assert
that . . . limitations [on the amending power] may be shown by inference is to
misunderstand the legal nature of a constitution."). Instead, the prevailing opinion
is that "while the procedure for amending [the Constitution] is restricted, there is
no restraint on the kind of amendment that may be offered." Whitehill v. Elkins,
389 U.S. 54, 57 (1967).
45 See text accompanying note 19 supra.
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"national" support of governmental action and to legitimate that
action. The national support function, however, may not be as
important today as it once was. While a major concern of the
framers was that the new nation would collapse if an insufficient
number of states supported change in the fundamental law,4 6 the
risk of such collapse today is virtually nonexistent.47 On the other
hand, the legitimating function of consensus may be more impor-
tant today than it was two hundred years ago. When a majority
approves of governmental action, the population tends to view the
action as a proper exercise of governmental authority.48 Indeed, the
legitimacy that attaches to an action is even greater when the con-
sensus is ascertained through formal procedures.49 The growth in
size and complexity of both the nation and the problems it faces,
combined with the enormous expansion of the public sector, has
given rise over the past fifteen years to a decay in governmental
authority.50 Thus, the need for consensus to legitimate govern-
mental action is greater than ever before.
The framers' fear of abuse of power is reflected in their choice
of a governmental system based on federalism, which "has been a
central element of the American polity from the nation's inception
to the present day." 51 The national government is intended as
one of limited powers, with all powers not specifically delegated to
the United States reserved to the states or to the people.52  This
principle is reflected in the division of responsibilities in the amend-
46 See note 29 & text accompanying notes 24-33 supra.
47See generally B. ScawAwTz, TnE REINS OF PowER 190-204 (1963).
48 See T. Lowi, THE END OF LIBERALISm: IDEOLOGY, POLICY, AND THE Cnisis
OF Pu uc AuTmorrTy 291-93 (1969). See generally A. Bickel, THE MoRATrr OF
CONSENT 15-18, 100 (1975) [hereinafter cited as MoAIxrY OF CONSENT]; M.
EDELmAx, THE SYMBOLIC USES OF Poirrcs 1-21 (1964).
49 See Black, The Proposed Amendment of Article V: A Threatened Disaster,
72 YALE L.J. 957, 963 (1963). Referring to the amendatory process, Professor
Black said: "Generally, a high degree of adherence to exact form, at least in matters
of importance, is desirable in this ultimate legitimating process .... "
5 0 See generally MonRArry OF CONSENT, supra note 48, at 118-21. For a dis-
cussion of the changing role of American government, see M. SI'ao & R. TRnso-
wrrI, ANIERcAN CONSTITuONAL Lw 4-5 (4th ed. 1975).
51 Choper, The Scope of National Power Vis-d-Vis the States: The Dispen-
sability of Judicial Review, 86 YALE L.J. 1552, 1552 (1977). See generally THE
FEDERALIST No. 45 (J. Madison), No. 46 (J. Madison); Wechsler, The Political
Safeguards of Federalism: The Role of the States in the Composition and Selection
of the National Government, 54 COLum. L. BEv. 543 (1954).
5 2 "The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor
prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the
people." U.S. CONST. amend. X.
The continuing importance of the federalist values found in the tenth amend-
ment was recently reaffirmed in National League of Cities v. Usery, 426 U.S. 833
(1976).
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atory process, a division designed to protect both state and national
governments from the possible excesses of one another.53  To the
extent that this division reflects a basic perception about the ap-
propriate relationship between the state and federal governments,
it is fundamental to the system, and, to the extent that it is pro-
tected by specific language in article V, it is unchangeable, except
by subsequent amendment.54
3. Application of Framers' Values to the ERA
Any interpretation of article V must advance the framers' values
of necessary and effective change and consensus, while maintaining
the functional separation of powers designed to further those values.
Although this Comment does not suggest that the framers' values
alone dictate the resolution of the time extension and rescission
issues, it is necessary as a threshold consideration to understand
the implications of these values for the ERA.
The value of necessary and effective change, assigned to Con-
gress, can extend the time period available for ratification. Congress
was given the proposal power because it was uniquely situated to
perceive problems and devise solutions65 It follows that Congress
must be obligated to withdraw an amendment that is no longer
necessary or effective; " similarly, Congress must extend the time
period, if it has imposed one, when conditions of necessity and
effectiveness persist, in order to allow further consideration by the
states.
The consensus value, assigned to the states, would be advanced
by state rescissions. 57 The state legislatures were given the ratifica-
tion power because of their ability to indicate popular support;
hence a state legislature must be obligated to rescind a prior ratifica-
tion if the supporting consensus dissipates. Such state rescissions
53 See notes 34-38 supra & accompanying text.
54Article V reflects the principle of federalism in ways other than its division
of amendatory responsibilities. It contains the only remaining substantive limitation
on the amending power: "EN]o State, without its Consent, shall be deprived of its
equal Suffrage in the Senate." U.S. CONST. art. V. This limitation is subject to
change by amendment only with the consent of all the states. See E. DUMBAuLD,
THm CoNSrrunoN OF =TH UNITED STATES 435-36 (1964).
55 See text accompanying notes 34-35 supra.
56 Congressional imposition of a time limitation for ratification can be analyzed
as a response to an obligation to withdraw an amendment that is no longer
necessary or effective; it represents either a prediction of the persistence of the
proposed amendments necessity and effectiveness or a device to compel a future
Congress to reconsider the proposals continued necessity and effectiveness.
57 See L. OnFEU, supra note 2, at 42: "It is more democratic to allow the
reversal of prior action. A truer picture of public opinion at the final date of
ratification is obtained."
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would, however, tend to retard the value of necessary and effective
change assigned to the Congress by making final ratification of a
proposed amendment more difficult. Thus the rescission issue
brings the twin values of article V into conflict,58 reflecting the
fundamental tension between change and consensus. 59
The resolution of this conflict in any particular case must de-
pend upon the relative weight that the constitutional inter-
preter 60 gives necessary and effective change vis-A-vis consensus.
61
The weight accorded the former value will depend upon the con-
stitutional interpreter's determination of the extent of the need for
change, the extent of the proposed solution's effectiveness, and the
preferability of resolving the problem through the article V
mechanism for formal constitutional change as opposed to relying
upon "informal" means of constitutional change.6 2  The weight
58Arguably, consensus also causes such conflict. A short-term extension would
increase consensus by giving additional states an opportunity to speak. A long-term
extension, on the other band, would diminish the likelihood of true consensus at the
end of the period, thus conflicting with the value of necessary and effective change
(which requires extension). See Dillon v. Gloss, 256 U.S. 368, 375 (1921).
59 An interesting theoretical question arises with respect to these values, in that
it is difficult to argue that Congress would propose an amendment that it did not
believe had the potential for receiving massive popular support, or that a state
legislature would ratify an amendment that it did not believe to be necessary and
effective. That is, although the standards are analytically separable, they are in
reality inextricably intertwined. The questions therefore arise whether Congress can
concern itself with consensus and whether the state legislatures can consider the
necessity and effectiveness of the proposed amendment. These problems of imple-
mentation are real, but can be allayed by observing that the two values that the
framers assigned to the federal and state legislatures respectively are in fact two
inseparable aspects of one function-the legislative function. See C. FnmDIuCH,
CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNMENT AND DEmocRAcY 327 (4th ed. 1968). It is the
central purpose of any democratic legislature to wed policy to popular approbation.
Thus it would be surprising if the Congress and state legislatures did not also
consider the value not assigned to them. The framers did have a notion, however,
that Congress possessed superior technical ability and that the state legislatures
possessed superior perceptions of the populace, differences that are subtle but
nonetheless real. See text accompanying notes 34-38 supra.
6 0 See text accompanying notes 125-77 infra.
61 It has been asserted that "federalism" bars extension, 124 CONG. REc.
S16,953 (daily ed. Oct. 3, 1978) (remarks of Sen. Hatch) and allows rescission,
124 CONG. REc. S17,049 (daily ed. Oct. 4, 1978) (remarks of Sen. Scott).
62 Informal constitutional change is the net product of efforts by the Supreme
Court, lesser courts, Congress, the President, bureaucracies, political parties, and
interest groups to reshape the United States Constitution. See D. MoRGAN, CoN-
aRss AND THE CONSTUON 71-98 (1966) for a discussion of three theories of
informal constitutional change. This process involves much wasted effort, but it
has many advantages over the formal amending process: it can be introduced
tentatively and shaped gradually, it requires less political mobilization, it helps
diffuse responsibility, and it provides alternative channels for change. McCleskey,
supra note 23, at 1013. It is difficult overall to determine the proper mix of formal
and informal constitutional change.
Some constitutional provisions are so specific that only formal amend-
ment will suffice as, for example, the selection of Senators or the schedule
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accorded the consensus value, the seminal democratic value, will
depend upon considerations of political and popular legitimacy.
Despite the tension between the framers' values of necessary
and effective change and consensiis, the two values can be accom-
modated. For example, if only one state legislature of thirty-eight
were to "rescind," and if that rescission were deemed void, the con-
sensus value would be prejudiced only slightly, while the value of
necessary and effective change would be greatly advanced (although
thirty-seven rescissions would so retard the consensus value as to
militate that rescission be deemed constitutional, notwithstanding
the degree of advancement of necessary and effective change). The
constitutional interpreter's resolution of the tension between the
framers' values in the context of the extension and rescission issues
thus will depend upon the factual circumstances at hand.
B. Contemporary Values
Under the traditional method of constitutional interpretation,
an analysis of the framers' intent, such as that presented above,
63
would end the inquiry.6 This approach has, however, proved
difficult to utilize because of the inadequacy and questionable ac-
curacy of historical materials.65 More importantly, this method
of constitutional construction is frequently deemed inadequate be-
cause of its inherent inflexibility; 66 if values other than those of
the framers cannot be considered, the Constitution will have a
static, never-changing content, and will be incapable of adapting to
a changing environment without frequent formal amendment.
for congressional sessions. In other cases, the formal amending process is
a kind of alternate weapon to be drawn only when the agents of informal
change are too hostile or too divided, exemplified by the hostility of the
courts in delaying the income tax for two decades. And too, because
formal changes are paramount over informal ones, they are often desired
as a means of fixing some policy or principle more securely. When the
leading agents of informal change are not politically responsible it would
seem particularly important to provide a relatively liberal amending
process. On the other hand, when those agents are popularly chosen one
can safely tolerate a much more rigid procedure for formal amendments.
Id. There is no final answer to the question of the proper mix of formal and
informal constitutional change. The answer depends on the specific factors of any
given situation; thus the answer will vary from proposal to proposal, and from issue
to issue.
O See text accompanying notes 19-62 supra.
64 That approach views the words and intent of the framers as the sole factors
in constitutional interpretation. See note 23 supra & accompanying text.
6G See Munzer & Nickel, Does the Constitution Mean What It Always Meant?,
77 CoLum. L. REv. 1029, 1032 (1977).
66 See generally id. 1032-33.
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In order to allow the Constitution to maintain its vitality, it
must be interpreted in a manner that considers not only the framers'
values, but also fundamental contemporary values. The constitu-
tional interpreter, be it Congress or the Court,67 must therefore
identify those contemporary values that are likely candidates for
incorporation into the relevant constitutional provision.68 In choos-
ing these values, the interpreter can look to the gloss that history
has added to the provision in question; 69 if history has not spoken
in a meaningful way (as it has not in the context of article V),70
the interpreter faces an open question with only the broad sweep
of history and the development of constitutional principles as a
guide.
Once these values have been identified, they must be assessed
in relation to the factual constitutional issues under consideration-
in this case, the questions of extension and rescission. Such an
analysis would be analogous to that conducted above 71 in the con-
text of the framers' values: will the resolution of the factual issue
significantly enhance or detract from the values identified as rele-
vant? Finally, a balance among the various competing values, both
framers' and contemporary, must be struck.
The following section of this Comment will suggest con-
temporary political values relevant to the ERA extension and re-
67 The choice of the body appropriate to be the ultimate interpreter is discussed
at text accompanying notes 125-77 infra.
68 The contemporary values discussed in this Comment are among those that
have been mentioned by commentators or in congressional debates. The list is not
an exclusive one; although those values most frequently discussed have been in-
cluded, it is the analytical framework rather than the particular value choice that
is of primary importance to this Comment.
It has been argued that a value of stability and/or finality is of relevance to
the ERA debate. See, e.g., 124 CONG. BEc. S16,964 (daily ed. Oct. 3, 1978)
(remarks of Sen. Metzenbaum); 124 CONe. REc. S16,961 (daily ed. Oct. 3, 1978)
(remarks of Sen. Garn); 124 CoNG. REc. S16,959-60 (daily ed. Oct. 3, 1978)
(remarks of Sen. Bayh); 124 CoNG. REc. H8644 (daily ed. Aug. 15, 1978) (remarks
of Rep. Holtzman); 124 CONG. REc. 118640 (daily ed. Aug. 15, 1978) (remarks of
Rep. Tucker). These values have not been included in the proposed analytical
framework, however, because they add nothing to an understanding of article V
that is not already clearly reflected therein. To the extent that a value of finality
assumes the concept of "rest," it is antithetical to the very amending process, which
contemplates ordered change when necessary. Furthermore, the formality of the
amending process as set out in article V reflects the framers' view that change must
proceed in an ordered-or stable-fashion. Thus the concepts of finality and
stability are subsumed within article V considerations, and add no independent
meaning to its interpretation.
69 See Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 610 (1952)
(Frankfurter, J., concurring) ("It is an inadmissibly narrow conception of American
constitutional law to confine it to the words of the Constitution and to disregard the
gloss which life has written upon them.").
70 See notes 2-3 supra.
71 See text accompanying notes 19-62 supra.
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scission issues and will analyze those issues in terms of each of the
identified values. It should perhaps be emphasized at the outset
that these are not values that relate to the substantive constitutional
change proposed-that is, not to the question of equal rights for
women-but rather to the process through which that change must
be made.
1. Legitimacy
The fundamental nature of the amendatory process requires
that its end product be perceived as legitimate. 72  Concern for
legitimacy in part underlies the constitutional requirement of con-
sensus in the ratification process. 73 Legitimacy, however, implies
more than simply popular support: amendments must be considered
in a fair, rational manner.74 Unprincipled, politically expedient
action by the Congress will detract from this needed legitimacy.
Legislative decisions are only as sound as the legislature's com-
pliance with its own rules of procedure. The legitimacy of con-
gressional enactments hinges, in part, on its "conform[ing] to laws
that will determine when a law has been passed." 75 Moreover,
"[r]ules of [legislative] .. .procedure appear as restraints upon the
exercise of power" by the majority, preventing the majority from
gaining complete "ascendancy." 76
The value of legitimacy suggests that extension should be
barred. The passage of the extension resolution may well be per-
ceived as an unprincipled act, coming as it did only seven months
before the original ratification deadline 77 from a body that clearly
supports ratification of the amendment.78  Furthermore, Congress
expressly established a rule of procedure for ratification of the ERA:
that the state legislatures limit their consideration to seven years.
A congressional modification of that rule of procedure (extension
of the time limitation) in the midst of its applicability would raise
the spectre of the harms that this value seeks to avoid-delegitimation
and the perception of manipulation. Although these harms would
72 See note 49 supra & text accompanying notes 46-50 supra.
73 Id.
74 "[A]n amendment to the Constitution aimed at securing fairness should itself
be secured by means that are fair . ...-. 124 CONG. REc. S17,317 (daily ed.
Oct. 6, 1978) (remarks of Sen. Stevenson).
75 L. FuLn, Tim MoRMAn oF LAw 115 (rev. ed. 1969).
76 C. FRmDRiCH, supra note 59, at 368-69.
77 The original ratification deadline was March 22, 1979. See text accompany-
ing notes 10-11 supra.
78 See Hearings, supra note 12, at 68-69 (statement of Charles L. Black, Jr.);
id. 243-48 (testimony of Phyllis Schlafly). See also id. 106-07 (statement of Erwin
N. Griswold).
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accompany the time extension, their impact is limited because the
nature of the rule change is more or less neutral 79 and the con-
stitutionally prescribed amending procedures are relatively indeter-
minate.
The political value of legitimacy has little impact on the re-
scission issue because there is no clearly articulated a priori rule
for handling rescission in either the Constitution or current
statutes. 80 There is a popular historical perception, however, that
state rescissions are void.s To the extent such a perception exists,
congressional acceptance of rescission would appear result-oriented
and tend to delegitimate the ERA; and to the extent such a per-
ception accurately reflects historical reality, such acceptance would
represent a limited manipulation of the amending process.
2. Public Debate
A tenet of American democratic and constitutional theory is
that free competition among ideas in the public marketplace will
further political wisdom. 2 Although public discussion during the
ratification period cannot substantially contribute to the drafting of
a proposed amendment, such discussion, by various interested groups
in each state, can help illuminate the wider implications of a pro-
posal. Moreover, encouraging public debate tends to legitimate the
governmental action taken subsequent to the public debates. As
one commentator has observed of election campaigns, public polit-
ical debate
give[s] people a chance to express discontents and en-
thusiasms, to enjoy a sense of involvement. This is par-
ticipation in a ritual act, however; only in a minor degree
is it participation in policy formation. Like all ritual,
whether in primitive or modern societies.., public politi-
cal debate draws attention to common social ties and to
the importance and apparent reasonableness of accepting
the public policies that are adopted.83
This value of public debate is best served when Congress, in
its determination of the appropriate ratification period, allots suf-
79 Examples of less neutral rule changes would include lowering of the super-
majority requirement or retroactive contraction of the time limitation.
8o Congress has thus far refused to speak on the rescission issue in the ERA
context. See note 12 supra.
81 See note 22 supra.
82 See, e.g., Williams v. Rhodes, 393 U.S. 23, 32 (1968).
83 M. EDELmAN, supra note 48, at 3 (citations omitted).
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ficient time for the emergence and clash of all relevant points of
view. Thus Congress should choose a time period that allows
sufficient opportunity for a vigorous and comprehensive public
debate, and should extend the time period if the proposal is still
embroiled in meaningful controversy 8 4 at the end of the original
period.8 Such a determination involves the weighing of various
intangible factors and is an individualized determination that must
be made on a case-by-case basis.
Rescission presents a more difficult question. Public discussion
of a proposed amendment tends to be most intense at the time the
amendment is actually being considered by the legislature of a
particular state. Although proposed amendments are submitted to
all states simultaneously, state legislatures generally do not act in
unison; instead, their consideration of an amendment tends to be
staggered over time. Thus, states that consider a proposed amend-
ment late in the ratification period can take advantage of the public
debate in those states that have previously addressed the issue. Pro-
hibiting rescission prevents those state legislatures that considered a
proposed amendment relatively early in the ratification process from
taking advantage of subsequent discussion. 6 If rescission were
permissible, insights produced by this later discussion might well
persuade enough early ratifiers to change their positions and there-
by defeat an otherwise ratified amendment. Prohibiting rescission,
then, restricts the benefits to be derived from the competition of
ideas in the public forum.
84 "Meaningful controversy" is not the mere repetition of arguments or points
of view that have already been fully articulated, but rather the ongoing discussion
that exposes or stimulates new insights or perspectives.
85 See, e.g., Hearings, supra note 12, at 64 (statement of Thomas I. Emerson).
Professor Emerson stated:
The issues raised by the Equal Rights Amendment have proven to be more
comprehensive than may have appeared to Congress at first. The extent
to which the patterns and practices of sex discrimination pervade our
society was not fully recognized by many people. Thus the number of
different areas affected and the nature of the adjustments necessary have
raised more issues, and the need for more discussion than was originally
contemplated.
86 As Senator Scott stated:
The record shows . . . that many of the States that ratified ERA in the
early months following its submission did so without any real debate, with-
out any committee hearings, hearing the opinions and testimony of wit-
nesses. They jumped on the political bandwagon of the day. Yet pro-
ponents [of extension] say that the States need more time for ratifications.
If that is the case, should we deny those States which ratified without
debate the chance to reconsider the folly of their ratification without
serious consideration of the merits of the proposed equal rights amendment?
124 CONG. l Ec. S16,949 (daily ed. Oct. 3, 1978) (remarks of Sen. Scott).
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It may be argued in response that the possibility of this type
of harm is remote. Rarely will so many states have acted upon an
amendment in the early stages of its consideration that there will
remain an insufficient number of uncommitted states to vindicate
the early ratifiers' changed position; a state wishing to shift from
support to rejection of a proposal can be vindicated by a vote of one-
fourth of the state legislatures plus one. This argument is not
persuasive in the case of the ERA, however, for the bulk of the
ratifications took place within a comparatively short time after the
amendment's proposal.8 7 Thus, it appears that the purpose served
by continued public debate would be advanced by permitting
rescission of prior ratifications of the ERA.
3. Responsible Decisionmaking
It is probable that decisionmakers tend to make more informed,
responsible decisions when they act with the knowledge that those
decisions, once made, are irrevocable.88 Opponents of extension
and rescission have accordingly asserted that rescission fosters ir-
responsible decisionmaking by state legislatures and, by implication,
by the Congress. 9 Such a claim merits serious consideration.
The assumption that an organization, like an individual, will
"decide" an issue more responsibly when it knows that the decision
is irrevocable is true only to the extent that the organization can be
characterized as "a unitary, rational decisionmaker: centrally con-
trolled, completely informed, and value maximizing." 90 Neither
state nor federal legislatures conform to this rational actor model,
however, for their structures and processes are largely incoherent.
As Professor Truman has written, "[t]he diffusion of power within
the legislature, the multiple lines of access, and the diverse means
of leverage make an inherently complex process still more com-
plicated." 91 Another commentator has similarly observed that "the
87 Of the thirty-five states that have ratified the ERA, thirty did so within one
year after its proposal by Congress. Id. S16,947 (remarks of Sen. Helms).
88 See generally G. ALLISON, ESSENCE OF DEciSIoN 27 (1971).
89 Professor Van Alstyne urged that
Congress do nothing to intimate to the States that they generally possess a
power to rescind. ... The ratification of constitutional amendments is not
a poker game. No state ought to consider an amendment to the Constitu-
tion under the misimpression . . . that it may do it with some sort of
celerity or spontaneity because it will always have this interval of addi-
tional years while other States are looking at it to reconsider.
Hearings, supra note 12, at 138 (testimony of William Van Astyne).
90 G. ALLISON, supra note 88, at 27.
91 D. TRumAN, THE GOV~M-MENTAL PROCEss 392 (1951). The congressional
discussion of the extension resolution indicates some recognition of this legislative
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multiple points of decisionmaking cause legislative happenings to
lack focus and articulation; critical actions occur at unexpected
times and in out-of-the-way places.... [L]egislative rules and pro-
cedures are cumbersome and complex, and may seem designed to
help members elude responsibility for their decisions." 9
2
The incoherence of the legislative process is at times compen-
sated for by the executive's leadership role in legislative affairs; 93
the President and the governors are not formally involved in the con-
stitutional ratification process, however, and so are less likely to
exercise their rationalizing influence. This legislative incoherence
suggests that a policy of irrevocability will, at best, marginally ad-
vance the value of responsible decisionmaking on both the state
and federal levels.
There is, however, a further problem with applying this value
in the specific context of the ERA. Those legislatures that have
already ratified the ERA on the assumption that ratification was
irrevocable have made "responsible" decisions; if reconsideration
were allowed, those prior decisions would retain their "responsible"
quality. New decisions, however, would be responsible only if it
were clear that the reconsiderations were themselves irrevocable.
94
Presumably most legislators who have voted on the ERA believed
their state ratifications to be irrevocable; 15 thus, prohibiting rescis-
sion effects little practical gain in responsible decisionmaking.
On the other hand, those legislatures that have already acted and
assumed their decisions to be revocable can be said to have acted
"irresponsibly." To bar reconsideration now would have the effect
of freezing that irresponsible decision. Refusal to recognize the
irrationality. See 124 CONG. PEc. H8623 (daily ed. Aug. 15, 1978) (remarks of
Rep. Heckler) ("[State legislative] [clommittees with few members bottled up the
issue according to their parliamentary procedure and removed the opportunity for
discussion.").
92 Keefe, The Functions and Powers of the State Legislature, in STATE LEcis-
LrATnEs iN AwnrcANw Porrrcs 61 (A. Heard ed. 1966).
93 Id. 57-58. For a comprehensive discussion of the President's legislative
function, see J. KALENBAG, Tim AmmAPac CHr ExEctru 320-74 (1966).
94 If that new decision, however, were in favor of rescission, then a policy of
irrevocability would run contrary to the historical understanding that decisions not
to ratify may be revoked. This, however, exposes a fundamental flaw in the theory
of irrevocability, for, under this principle, a decision not to ratify, because it may
be revoked by a subsequent vote in favor of ratification, must always be deemed
"irresponsible." See Memo, supra note 20, in Hearings, supra note 12. See also
note 22 supra.
95 "The Attorneys General of Michigan, Kansas, Kentucky, Ohio, and Idaho...
have all concluded that attempts to rescind, if Congress adhered to precedent, would
be futile." 124 CONG. BEc. S16,960 (daily ed. Oct. 3, 1978) (remarks of Sen.
Bayh).
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validity of state rescissions does not, then, provide more than a
marginal increase in the quality of the ratification process.
4. Reliance
Reliance is a core value of equity and fairness, having applica-
tion in many diverse settings.96 Thus, it is not surprising that it
has been advanced as relevant to an analysis of the extension and
rescission issues.97
A reliance interest with respect to the permanence of state
legislative ratification might be asserted on behalf of those state
legislators who successfully lobbied for the ERA. Such a claim of
reliance is superficially plausible: most state legislators, if they con-
sidered the issue, probably adhered to the common belief that
states cannot rescind.9s Reliance, however, implies more than sim-
ply a good faith belief in a given set of circumstances; these state
legislators would have to demonstrate that they acted differently,
believing rescission an impossibility, than they would have acted
had they believed ratification to be revocable.99 To meet this be-
havioral requisite of reliance, it could be argued that an individual
legislator supporting ratification expended all available political
resources in the fight for ratification because of his belief that the
issue would not recur, and that if he had believed rescission possible,
he would have retained some resources to allow an effective fight
against possible future attempts to rescind. The plausibility of this
hypothesis is undercut by two observations about state legislators:
they are generally elected for brief terms, 100 and they have high
turnover rates.' 0 ' A legislator, therefore, is more likely to focus on
present-day concerns than on possible future events that are, at best,
conjectural. Thus, it is unlikely that a legislator's belief in the
96 For the seminal work on the reliance interest see Fuller & Perdue, The
Reliance Interest in Contract Damages (pts. 1 & 2), 46 YALE L.J. 52 & 373 (1936-
1937).
97 Although the "reliance interest" was often mentioned in the congressional
debates, see, e.g., 124 CONG. REc. S17,290 (daily ed. Oct. 6, 1978) (remarks of
Sen. Gan), it was never clearly explained what was meant by this term. The
continued reference to "[blasic contract principles," 124 CONG. REC. S16,954 (daily
ed. Oct. 3, 1978) (remarks of Sen. Hatch), however, strongly implies that it was
used as described in Fuller & Perdue, supra note 96. It is in this sense that reliance
will be discussed in this Comment.
98 Although states have previously passed rescission resolutions, Congress has
never chosen to give effect to these. See note 22 supra.
99 See generally Fuller & Perdue, supra note 96, at 52-71.
100 Keefe, supra note 92, at 67.
101 Lockard, The State Legislator, in STATE LEGISLATURES IN AMEaRIcAN POLl-
Trcs 103 (A. Heard ed. 1966). See generally D. MAHEW, CONGREss: TnE ELEC-
TOI AL CONNECTION (1974).
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irrevocability of ratification could have much effect on his political
behavior.
Assuming, however, that state legislators did act upon a belief
that ratification was irrevocable, the causal relationship between
that belief and its asserted effect must still be shown.10 2 If indi-
vidual legislators reserved present resources for future use, can it
reasonably be hypothesized that those resources would have sig-
nificantly affected a future battle over attempted rescission? If there
is little relationship between an individual legislator's input and the
legislative output, there is little reason to protect that legislator's
reliance interest, for the constitutional concern here is not that the
rights of individual legislators be protected, but that the legislative
outcome represent the true voice of the legislature. Any individual
legislator's influence is responsible for only a small part of the
legislative product: the unpredictability and fortuitous influence of
unexpected factors is high. 03 Therefore, it is unlikely that indi-
vidual efforts would play a major role in defeating an attempted
rescission. Even as the number of legislators acting in reliance
grows, their aggregate causal influence does not increase propor-
tionately, for "power and authority is so fragmented and dispersed
that . . . it is difficult to mobilize and maintain majorities which
sustain themselves throughout the stages of the legislative proc-
ess." i04
The reliance argument also suggests that the congressional time
extension must be barred. 0 5 This argument is based upon the
proposition that a legislator would desire only one legislative battle
over the ERA because of the scarcity of political resources, and so
would seek to delay legislative consideration of the issue until the
end of the time available for ratification. 06 A legislator i07 could
102 See generally Fuller & Perdue, supra note 96, at 52-71.
1
0 3 See M. JEwELL & S. PATTERSON, TrE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS IN THE UNITED
STATES 3-5 (3d ed. 1977).
104 Walke, Organization and Process, in STATE LEGIsLATURES IN AlmIcAN
PoLrrcs 150 (A. Heard ed. 1966).
1o5 See Hearings, supra note 13, at 245 (testimony of Phyllis Schlafly) ("[T]he
ERA extension bill violates fundamental principles of contract law.").
106 This argument would apply to legislators opposed to the ERA, for rejection
of a proposed amendment has not precluded subsequent ratification within the
seven year period. For a discussion of the historical and judicial support for this
position see Memo, supra note 20, in Hearings, supra note 12, at 19-25. The argu-
ment does not apply to legislators supporting the ERA, for they undoubtedly believed
ratification to preclude further consideration. See note 22 supra.
107 The reliance interest could also be asserted on behalf of relevant interest
groups. This argument would be virtually identical to that made on behalf of state
legislators and would generally suffer from the same flaws. Furthermore, the interest
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thus claim that he was willing to face the ERA issue (rather than
attempting to postpone its consideration) during the seven year
period in reliance upon his belief that the seven year limitation was
final, and that if he had known of the possibility of extension, he
would have sought to delay the legislature's consideration until the
end of the extended period.
This claim of reliance is more plausible than that made with
respect to rescission. First, it is likely that most state legislators
believed a congressional time extension to be improbable; the seven
year limit had been employed nine times in the past, and had never
before been extended.108 Second, it is plausible to suggest that
legislators will avoid or delay consideration of divisive issues that
may deplete scarce resources and threaten the paramount goal of
reelection.10 9 Third, the causation problem does not present as
great a problem here as in the rescission context, for the complexity
of the legislative process fosters a tendency toward inaction." 0 This
systemic orientation toward delay enhances an individual legislator's
ability to postpone action, and therefore gives a group of legislators
seeking delay an aggregate influence out of proportion to their
number. Thus state legislators could plausibly assert that they
relied upon the permanence of the seven year time limitation.",
.Assuming that a bona fide reliance on either the irrevocability
of ratification or the seven year ratification period can be shown,
such reliance cannot be termed reasonable. 112 Politics is inherently
unpredictable." 3  More specifically, it is well established that one
asserted on behalf of such groups would be considerably weaker than it would be
when asserted on behalf of state legislators; unlike the interest groups, the legis-
lators are acting in a constitutionally assigned capacity.
108 See note 21 supra.
109 See text accompanying notes 100-01 supra.
11o See D. TRUMAN, supra note 91, at 391-92.
111 The argument could be raised that protecting the legislators' right to delay,
or ultimately avoid, the ERA issue runs counter to article V's policy of full public
consideration of a proposed amendment. Such an argument, however, misconstrues
the varied meanings of legislative delay. It is true that on the one hand, legislative
delay may effectively withhold an issue from the public forum. On the other hand,
legislative delay may represent a political deadlock on the issue or a deliberate quid
pro quo for concessions on other legislative issues. In short, "delay" may serve both
desirable and harmful purposes: it is a fundamental part of the legislative process,
and is deserving of constitutional protection in the reliance context.
1
2 
See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 90 (1972).
To the extent that reliance is based upon a belief that both extension and
rescission are constitutionally barred, the claim may appear reasonable. This,
however, begs the question. A mistaken belief as to the constitutionality of an
action should not be allowed to preclude an action that is itself constitutionally
permissible. See 124 CONG. REc. S16,960 (daily ed. Oct. 3, 1978) (remarks of Sen.
Bayh).
313 See N. MACHAVELLi, THE P-ncNE (3d rev. ed. 1938).
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congress cannot limit the actions of its successors. 1 4 Thus the
nature of politics and the broad congressional prerogative suggest
that state legislators cannot reasonably rely on the irrevocability of
their own state ratifications or on the seven year limitation.
C. Reexamination of Article V Values and Their Interrelationship
in the ERA Context
A constitutional decisionmaker, in facing any issue related to
constitutional amendment, must look to the font of the constitu-
tional amending power-article V of the Constitution. 1 5  In in-
terpreting article V, that decisionmaker must examine not only its
text and the historical values or intentions of its framers, but must
additionally turn to fundamental political values of contemporary
origin." 6 The interpreter must first identify values appropriate for
incorporation into article V; must next assess the empirical relation-
ships between the identified values and the factual constitutional
issues in question (here, extension and rescission); and must finally
scrutinize the relationships among the several values, examining
which values can be advanced together with which others, which
relationships pair a slight loss in one value against a greater gain in
another, and which final balance is appropriate.
In the specific context of the ERA issues of extension of the
ratification period and rescission of prior ratifications, six potentially
relevant values were identified. Four of those six values were shown
to be important to the extension and rescission issues: "necessary and
effective" change, consensus, legitimacy, and public debate. The
interests of reliance and responsible decisionmaking had little im-
pact, however.
Encouragement of necessary and effective change suggests that
extension should be permitted."17 The value of public debate also
argues strongly in favor of extension,"18 although the framers' value
of consensus has little impact on the extension issue."19 Legitimacy,
on the other hand, suggests that extension will be viewed as unfair,
unless a principled justification can be shown. 120  Thus, the con-
stitutional decisionmaker must balance the continued need for the
"4 Black, Amending the Constitution: A Letter to a Congressman, 82 YAYa
LJ. 189, 191 (1977).
115 See text accompanying note 19 supra.
"1
6 See text accompanying notes 63-71 supra.
117 See text accompanying notes 55-56 supra.
28 See text accompanying notes 82-85 supra.
119 See note 58 supra.
12o See text accompanying notes 72-79 supra.
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amendment and the need for continued public discussion concerning
that amendment against the likelihood that extension will appear
unprincipled. The value of public debate figured prominently in
the congressional debates on the extension resolution,121 and, as-
suming the congressional factfinding concerning the viability of
of continued debate was accurate, that value can provide a prin-
cipled basis for an extension decision.
Rescission brings the framers' values of necessary and effective
change and consensus into conflict.122 The resolution of that con-
flict will depend at least in part upon the specific factual issue in-
volved, such as the number of states that have attempted rescission
and whether rescission would alter the final disposition of the
amendment. Legitimacy joins necessary and effective change in
arguing against rescission; 123 public debate suggests, albeit weakly,
that rescission should be allowed.u 4
The disposition that would best reflect all relevant considera-
tions would be to permit both extension and rescission. Only
legitimacy argues strongly against extension; the force of that argu-
ment is significantly lessened if rescission is also allowed, obviating
the suspicion that the legislative process is being manipulated by
ERA supporters, by providing opponents with equal opportunity
to benefit from the added time. Only necessary and effective change
argues strongly against allowing rescission; the strength of the con-
sensus argument in favor of rescission, however, suggests that, par-
ticularly if extension is permitted, rescission must also be allowed.
II. WHO WILL DECIDE: POLITICAL QUESTION DOCTRINE
The eventual fate of the ERA may well depend upon whether
it is the Supreme Court or the Congress that will ultimately decide
the extension and rescission issues. 125 Because of distinctive institu-
121 See, e.g., 124 CoNG. REC. S17,025 (daily ed. Oct. 3, 1978) (remarks of
Sen. Brooke); id. S16,962 (remarks of Sen. Metzenbaum).
122 See text accompanying notes 57-59 supra.
123 See text accompanying notes 60-62 supra.
124 See text accompanying notes 86-87 supra.
125 Any challenge to the constitutionality of the procedures used to ratify the
ERA will most likely arise after some official action by the federal government
declaring the amendment ratified. Should action be brought prior to such a
declaration there would be serious problems of ripeness. See generally L. TaMu,
ANMRICAN CONSTrrrrONAL LAW 60-62 (1978).
The Administrator of the General Services Administration is assigned the re-
sponsibility of declaring an amendment ratified. 1 U.S.C. § 106b (1976). Whether
the Administrator's determination is final or subject to review by the Congress is
currently the subject of some debate. See 124 CoNG. REc. H-8639-43 (daily ed.
Aug. 15, 1978); Elder, supra note 5, at 74-79. The broad range of congressional
power under article V implies that the final word will belong to Congress. See
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tional structures and rules, each tends to assess valuational and
empirical questions in different ways.126 Thus resolution of the
ERA issues may vary with the interpreter even though the same
interpretive framework is applied. Whether the Court or Congress
will make the final decision depends upon whether extension and
rescission constitute "political questions." 127
Although there is a pervasive assumption that ultimately all
constitutional issues will be, or should be, adjudicated by the
Supreme Court, 28 on occasion the Court has declared that the final
determination of a constitutional question rests not with it, but
with Congress or the Executive; that is, the Court has refused to
reach the merits of a controversy by virtue of the "political question
doctrine." This doctrine has long perplexed students of the Con-
stitution, who have characterized its ambiguous boundaries as a
"stench in the nostrils of strict constructionists," 120 and have ex-
pressed "disquietude that the line is often very thin between the
cases in which the Court felt compelled to abstain from adjudication
because of their 'political' nature and the cases that so frequently
arise in applying the concepts of 'liberty' and 'equality.' "10
The courts have generally applied three distinct tests in de-
termining what constitutes a political question.1 1 The first in-
note 186 infra. This Comment proceeds under that assumption and accordingly
addresses the applicability of the political question doctrine to a congressional resolu-
tion announcing the ratification of the ERA.
126 See Wechsler, Toward Neutral Principles of Constitutional Law, 73 HAnv.
L. REv. 1 (1959). According to Professor Wechsler, there is "a vital difference
between legislative freedom to appraise the gains and losses in projected measures
and the kind of principled appraisal . . .that alone is the province of the courts."
Id. 16.
127See Scharpf, Judicial Review and the Political Question: A Functional
Analysis, 75 YALE L.J. 517, 537 n.69 (1966), for a comprehensive categorization
of the situations in which the Supreme Court has invoked the political question
doctrine. For a less comprehensive, but more authoritative, listing, see Baker v.
Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 208-26 (1962).
128 Chief Justice Marshall wrote in Cohens v. Virginia, 19 U.S. (6 Wheat.)
264, 404 (1821):
It is most true that this Court will not take jurisdiction if it should not:
but it is equally true, that it must take jurisdiction if it should. The
judiciary cannot, as the legislature may, avoid a measure because it
approaches the confines of the constitution. We cannot pass it by
because it is doubtful. With whatever doubts, with whatever difficulties,
a case may be attended, we must decide if it be brought before us. We
have no more right to declare the exercise of jurisdiction which is given,
than to usurp that which is not given. The one or the other could be
treason to the constitution.
129 L. HAwD, THE Brmz OF RiGnTs 15 (1st Atheneum ed. 1964).
130 Frankfurter, John Marshall and the Judicial Function, 69 HARv. L. REv.
217, 227-28 (1955).
13
1 See Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186 (1962); G. GUNTE R, CASES AND MATERIALS
ON CoNsTrrTUoNAL LAw 472-75, 1617-25 (9th ed. 1975). Professor Weckstein,
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quires whether there exists "a textually demonstrable constitutional
commitment of the issue to a coordinate political department." 132
Under the second, "some issues [present] nonjusticiable [political
questions] because they cannot be resolved by judicially manageable
standards, or on the basis of data available to the courts." 133
Finally, the third strand, more open-ended than the others, allows
the Court to invoke the political question doctrine as a "pruden-
tial" matter when the issues are "too controversial or could produce
enforcement problems or other institutional difficulties." 134 These
tests represent three different theories of the political question doc-
trine; each merits individual examination.
A. Textual Commitment Doctrine
The textual commitment approach to the political question
doctrine looks to the Constitution to determine which branch of
government the framers intended to serve as the final constitutional
arbiter of the issue in question. 3 5 The rationale behind this theory
is simple and powerful: to protect the separation of powers. 386 The
Court's application of this theory is necessarily a double-edged test,
for it must determine which branch has been assigned the specific
constitutional issue without itself inspecting the Constitution and
thereby violating the doctrine's rationale. The Court can walk the
thin line of the textual commitment doctrine if it limits its deter-
mination to whether an issue in its broad outline is committed to
another branch.
37
however, correctly points out that the Baker standards represent "conclusory judg-
ments rather than analytical guideposts. They serve only to reduce the level of
abstraction from the general label of 'political question' to ... more specific but no
less conclusory statements .... ." Weckstein, Comments on Powell v. McCormack
17 U.C.L.A. L. REv. 73, 80 (1969).
132 Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 217 (1962). Some believe this constitutes
the only legitimate justification for the political question doctrine. Professor
Wechsler, for instance, has written: "[AII the political question doctrine can de-
fensibly imply is that the courts are called upon to judge whether the Constitution
has committed to another agency of government the autonomous determination of
the issue raised .... ." Wechsler, supra note 126, at 7-8.
13G GGUNTmE, supra note 131, at 479; see Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 217
(1962).
134 Id.; A. Bicnx, TmH LEAST DscERous BnANcH 183-98 (1962) [herein-
after cited as LEAST DA~cnous BRANCH]; Scharpf, supra note 127, at 548-49.
135 See Scharpf, supra note 127, at 538.
136 Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 217 (1962).
1 3 7 As Justice Douglas explained in his Baker concurrence, "[wihere the Con-
stitution assigns a particular function wholly and indivisibly to another department,
the federal judiciary does not intervene." Id. 246 (Douglas, J., concurring) (foot-
note and citation omitted).
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To determine whether the Constitution textually commits an
issue to a particular coordinate branch one must inspect the relevant
constitutional provisions and the meanings of those provisions as
viewed by the framers.138 While theoretically such an inspection
should reveal which branch the framers intended as the final con-
stitutional interpreter, the complexities of the constitutional arrange-
ments and significant constitutional issues limit this method's use-
fulness.
The textual commitment doctrine would be most useful if the
constitutional text reflected a clear intent on the part of the framers
to assign a particular issue to a specific coordinate branch; such
clarity would minimize the extent of the Court's "interpretation."
The words of the Constitution, however, are not amenable to such a
limited textual commitment test. The separation of power is only
one of several organizing principles in the Constitution. Other such
principles, such as the doctrine of "checks and balances," which
assigns single governmental functions to more than one branch,13
and the Constitution's failure to expressly provide for the judiciary's
participation in the executive and legislative functions,140 further
confound the textual commitment doctrine. These organizing
principles make it difficult for a court easily to discern the framers'
intent, forcing the court to engage in detailed, extensive constitu-
tional inquiry and inviting the judiciary to interpret parts of the
Constitution intended to be interpreted by another branch.
The Supreme Court's treatment of the textual commitment
doctrine in Powell v. McCormack 141 reflects the doctrine's prob-
lematic applicabilitv, L The Court's analysis of the Constitution's
textual commitment in that case appears to violate the rationale of
the textual commitment doctrine, for the Court inquired into "the
138 See, e.g., Powell v. McCormack, 395 U.S. 486, 521 (1969).
139 See 2 J. STosY, supra note 32, at 10-13.
1
4 0 The Court has not been troubled by this omission. See, e.g., Marbury v.
Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803).
141 395 U.S. 486 (1969).
142 Congressman Adam Clayton Powell sued specified Congressmen and con-
gressional employees for injunctive relief and back pay after Congress refused to seat
him because of suspected misappropriation of public funds and abuse of the New
York courts. Id. 489-95. Congressman Powell claimed "that the House could
exclude him only if it found he failed to meet the standing requirements of age,
citizenship, and residence contained in art. I, § 2, of the Constitution-requirements
the House specifically found Powell met-and thus had excluded him unconsti-
tutionally." Id. 489. The defendants retorted, in part, that the Court could not
reach the merits, for the seating or exclusion of a Congressman was "textually
committed" to the appropriate House of Congress in art. I, § 5, and therefore was
a political question. Id. 519.
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scope of ... [the] textual commitment." 143 If a constitutional pro-
vision were textually committed to another branch, it would be that
branch's task to determine the constitutional scope of its power.
The Powell court, by enunciating the extent of the committed
branch's power, eviscerated the rationale of the doctrine under which
it purported to act. This is not to say that the Court cannot assess
the political question doctrine in the way that it did in Powell, but
only that the textual commitment approach does not permit it.
Powell gives rise to several implications for the future of the
textual commitment doctrine. If the Court persists in its Powell
approach, it will have sub silentio eliminated the doctrine. The
Court may pull back from its Powell approach, for that case
can also be understood as a response to suspected racial animus by
the Congress in its exclusion of Congressman Powell. A retreat
from the Powell approach would leave the Court with an internally
consistent doctrine.
Powell aside, whether the extension and rescission issues are
textually committed to Congress depends upon the framers' view of
the congressional role in article V. If the proposal power was in-
tended to be a discrete, independent function, then two considera-
tions persuasively argue that the extension and rescission issues are
textually committed to Congress. First, the framers believed Con-
gress to be best suited for proposing amendments; 144 thus, to the ex-
tent that a congressional decision to extend the time period or
resolve the rescission controversy directly flows from Congress's
power to propose "necessary and effective" amendments (as the
extension issue certainly does) -15 that decision must be deemed to
fall within the textual commitment doctrine. Second, the con-
gressional duty to propose "necessary and effective" amendments to
the Constitution requires that Congress determine that some sort of
"problem" exists, that the Constitution does not adequately deal
with the problem, and that the Constitution can be changed to
respond to the problem. The proposing function, in short, unlike
any other constitutional value or function, expressly requires Con-
gress to engage in extensive and comprehensive constitutional in-
terpretation; absent such interpretation, it cannot suggest modifica-
143 Id. 521. The Court reversed the lower court and sustained Congressman
Powell's claim, holding that "Art. I, § 5, is at most a 'textually demonstrable com-
mitment' to Congress to judge only the qualification expressly set forth in the Con-
stitution," id. 548, and that therefore Powell's claim was justiciable and more
meritorious than that of defendants.
1
44 See text accompanying notes 31-35 supra.
145 See text accompanying notes 55-56 supra.
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dons of the Constitution. If the amendatory process, therefore,
relies fundamentally upon express congressional constitutional in-
terpretation, the Court's intervention into that process would
possibly undermine Congress's interpretation of the Constitution.
These arguments for the textual commitment of the extension
and rescission issues to Congress must fail, however, for the framers
viewed the amending process as a unitary function. The amending
function was divided between Congress and the state legislatures
to limit the opportunities for congressional aggrandizement. 146
Thus, for example, although Congress arguably could bar rescission
on the basis of its constitutional interpretation that consensus could
be sacrificed for the advancement of necessary and effective change,
it could more reasonably be contended that the framers' assignment
of the consensus value to the states was absolute, to prevent the
federal government from abusing its power. The framers' assign-
ment of the amending power to both Congress and the state legisla-
tures, therefore, estops any argument that the textual commitment
doctrine is applicable in the article V context.
147
B. Lack of Judicially Manageable Standards
Even when an issue is not textually committed to one coordinate
branch, the Court will nevertheless find it to be nonjusticiable if
its resolution requires the application of standards that the Court
is incapable of applying, due either to the broad policy nature of
the issue or the significant absence of necessary information. 14
Illustrative of this theory is Coleman v. Miller,1 49 in which
the Court held, in part, that "the question whether by lapse of
time . . . [the Child Labor Amendment] had lost its vitality prior
to the required ratifications" was a political question.150 The Court
stressed both its uncertainty regarding the standards that should be
146 See text accompanying notes 34-38 supra.
147 This conclusion can be drawn in two ways. First, and most simply, it can
be assumed that the framers could not have intended only one of the two bodies to
which the amending process was entrusted to make final decisions: certainly
Congress alone cannot be the final arbiter. A related view is that, because the
amending power was split between Congress and the states, it follows that the
Supreme Court, with original jurisdiction of controversies between the United States
and individual states, 28 U.S.C. § 1251(b) (2) (1976), must arbitrate disputes on
such issues.
14 8 See note 133 supra & accompanying text.
149 307 U.S. 433 (1939).
150 Id. 456. The Child Labor Amendment was proposed by Congress to the
state legislatures in 1924 without a limit on the 'time available for ratification.
Coleman involved a constitutional challenge to the Kansas legislature's ratification,
which occurred thirteen years later.
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employed to determine vitality and its incapacity to evaluate the
type of information appropriate to those standards:
Where are to be found the criteria for such a judicial
determination? None are to be found in Constitution or
statute .... [T]he question of a reasonable time [limitation
on state ratification] in many cases would involve . . . an
appraisal of a great variety of relevant conditions, political,
social and economic, which can hardly be said to be within
the appropriate range of evidence receivable in a court
of justice .... On the other hand, these ... [questions] can
be decided by the Congress with the full knowledge and
appreciation ascribed to the national legislature of the
political, social and economic conditions which have pre-
vailed during the period since the submission of the amend-
ment."5
The following discussion considers the manageability of stand-
ards based on the political values evolved above as relevant to the
ERA issues of extension and rescission: the framers' values of neces-
sary and effective change and consensus, and the contemporary
values of legitimacy and public debate.
The framers' value of necessary and effective change 152 does not
provide a manageable judicial standard. The relevant considera-
tions in assessing the advancement of this value include the degree
of need for change, the certainty of the proposed amendment's
success in meeting the need, the availability of informal means of
constitutional change, and the relationship between the proposed
change and other societal issues. These considerations defy the
notion of manageable standards, both in terms of judicial com-
petence and the kinds of information required; they are born of
expediency, amenable to legislative determination. Thus, identi-
fication of an amendment as necessary to deal effectively with a
problem requires "an appraisal of a great variety of relevant con-
ditions" best left to Congress with its "full knowledge and ap-
preciation . . . of political, social and economic conditions." 153
The value of public debate can be similarly analyzed. The
necessary inquiry is whether, on balance, the ratification process
would benefit from a further exchange of ideas. 154 Such a deter-
mination is more appropriately a legislative than a judicial func-
151 Id. 453-54.
152 See text accompanying notes 24-38 supra.
'53 Coleman v. Miller, 307 U.S. 433, 453-54 (1939).
1
54 See text accompanying notes 82-83 supra.
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tion, for it focuses on a broad range of policy decisions. 55 Legiti-
macy requires an assessment of the probable effects of extension and
rescission upon public opinion.156 This, too, appears more appro-
priate for legislative than judicial determination. To the extent
that this value protects against manipulation of procedure by the
majority, however, the judiciary is competent to assess the issue.
On the other hand, the framers' value of consensus 157 does
permit application of a manageable judicial standard. The con-
stitutional text requires that three quarters of the state legislatures
ratify a proposed amendment before it is deemed ratified. Absent
rescissions, the Court need merely total the ratifications. If there are
rescissions (as is the case with the ERA), the Court could resolve the
dispute by reference to traditional sources of judicial information:
the constitutional text and debates, case law, and history. To the
extent, however, that the Court would find other considerations
includible in the standard for resolving the extension or rescission
issues (such as necessary and effective change or continuing public
debate), that standard would be unmanageable.
C. Prudential Considerations
Although an issue may not be textually committed to a co-
ordinate branch and the applicable decisional standards may be
judicially manageable, the Court may yet decline to decide it on
grounds of "prudence." 158 Such prudential restraint flows from
the Court's perception of its own proper role in a democracy. 59
1. Implications of the Democratic System
Despite the tenuous constitutional foundation for judicial re-
view of federal legislation 160 and the Court's anomolous position
as a powerful non-majoritarian actor in a democratic regime, 61 the
Supreme Court successfully overrules federal legislation on con-
stitutional grounds without exposing its legitimacy to attack.
6 2
The tensions accompanying judicial intervention in a statutory case
are heightened, however, when the Court intervenes in the constitu-
15' See text accompanying notes 83-85 supra.
15 6 See text accompanying notes 72-81 supra.
15 7 See text accompanying notes 24-38 supra.
158 See text accompanying note 134 supra.
159 See, e.g., Frug, The Judicial Power of the Purse, 126 U. PA. L. Rxv. 715,
734-43 (1978).
160 See the discussion of Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803)
in G. CGTmEn, supra note 131, at 3-36.
161 LEAsT DANcEaous BANcE, supra note 134, at 16-23.
162 Id. 29-33.
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tional amending process. An enacted amendment reflects a stronger
expression of popular support than does a statute, for it requires a
two-thirds vote by the Congress and approval by the legislatures of
three-fourths of the states. Moreover, changes in the Constitution
symbolically represent, to a much greater degree than do modifica-
tions of statutory law, the sovereignty of the popular will; there are
no substantive limitations on the power to amend the organic law.
Furthermore, amending the Constitution is the only available
method for overturning a constitutional decision made by the
Supreme Court. Thus, the potential for harm, both to the demo-
cratic regime and to the Court's legitimacy, if the Court were to
appear to interfere in the amending process, is great. 63
Providing additional support for the exercise of judicial re-
straint is the potentially irreparable damage that judicial invalida-
tion of an amendment might do to an amendment's chance for
eventual adoption. When the Court strikes down a federal or state
statute, the political process frequently does not end; the legislature
may be able to enact a new statute tailored to the Court's constitu-
tional holdings and yet still achieve the desired social objective.
Recognizing this, the Court will occasionally void a statute in order
to initiate a "colloquy" with the legislative branch. 16 Unlike
rejection of a statute, however, the Court's rejection of a constitu-
tional amendment or part of the amending process might per-
manently prevent the substance of the amendment from being ac-
complished. The proposal and ratification of amendments require
greater resources, leadership, and time: supporters must gain two-
thirds approval in both houses of Congress and majority approval in
the legislatures of thirty-eight states. Because the amendment proc-
ess prevents easy readoption of the provision, the invalidation of an
amendment takes on great political importance. The Court, then,
should show greater reluctance to intercede in cases challenging an
aspect of an amendment or the amendatory process than in cases of
non-amendatory review.
2. Implications of the Court's Role as a
Principled Decisionmaker
"The role of the Court and its raison d'etre are to evolve 'to
preserve, protect and defend' principle." 165 Occasionally the Court
163See Black, On Article I(7)(3), supra note 21, at 896, 898 n.1l (1978);
Scharpf, supra note 127, at 587-89.
164 See LEAsT DANGEROUS BRANCH, supra note 134, at 194-97.
165 LEAsT DANGEROUs BnANcs, supra note 134, at 188.
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will confront cases, however, in which "even though there are ap-
plicable rules, these rules should be only among the numerous rele-
vant considerations"; 166 that is, although the controversy can be
resolved by a manageable judicial standard or principle,16 7 the "best"
resolution of the problem requires a mix of principle and expedient
political considerations. Under such circumstances, Professor Bickel
has argued, 68 the Court should refuse to decide the merits of a case
on the basis of the inadequate principle and defer to political in-
stitutions better equipped to assess the mix of considerations. 6 9
To say that the Court shall defer to political institutions when
an issue resolution demands a mix of principle and expediency is not
to say that the Court should completely abandon its role as protector
of principle. Professor Bickel, discussing Brown v. Board of Educa-
tion's 170 shunning of the political question doctrine, illustrates the
relation of principle to expediency. He suggests that "[i]n . . .
[Brown], the Southern states . . . defended practices that were not
merely deviations from an incomplete, partially applicable principle
but the fundamental negation of an emergent one." 171 Thus
the more fundamental the principle, and the greater the extent to
which it is abrogated, the less willing the Court should be to sacrifice
the principle in deference to the political institutions.
The prudential view of the political question doctrine suggests
that the Court should refuse to reach the merits of any litigation
166 jaffee, Standing to Secure Judicial Review: Public Actions, 74 HAv. L.
REv. 1265, 1303 (1961). See generally LEAST DA E .lous BRAcH, supra note
134, at 183-98.
167 See text accompanying notes 148-57 supra.
16 8 LEAST DANcxnous BRANCH, supra note 134, at 185-86.
169 Professor Bickel has illustrated the circumstances in which principle alone
fails in his discussion of the apportionment case of Colgrove v. Green, 328 U.S. 549
(1946). See LEAST DANGEnous BRANCH, supra note 134, at 192-96. Colgrove,
which held the legislative apportionment problem to be a political question, was
subsequently overruled by Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186 (1962). Bickel argues,
however, that Baker should be viewed as prodding the states into action rather
than as imposing a judicial solution to the apportionment problem, see LEAsT
DANrEmous BRANCH, supra note 134, at 196. Thus even in the apportionment
context, he argues that on balance the importance of the political issues continues
to require deference to other branches:
Experience and reflection on the country as it is . . . force the conclusion
that the principle of equality of individual representation can be only a
partial guide to the solution of the apportionment problem. And neither
the Court nor anyone else has succeeded in evolving something more
malleable and yet still principled, which, though present conditions might
not allow for its sudden and complete execution, might yet be proclaimed
as the governing rule. . . . Equality of representation is one goal, and
the only principled one, among many.
Id. 192.
170 349 U.S. 483 (1954).
1 7 1 LEAST DANGEous BRANcH, supra note 134, at 194.
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concerned with the extension and rescission issues. Although the
Court could employ the constitutional principle of consensus in
reaching the merits,172 the values of necessary and effective change, 173
legitimacy,17 4 and public debate 175 are political, nonprincipled fac-
tors, and are inappropriate for judicial determination.
Implementation of the value of necessary and effective change
requires considerations beyond the judiciary's capacity as factfinder
or evaluator: the extent of the need for a proposed amendment, the
extent of the effectiveness of the proposal, and the current Constitu-
tion's potential for responding to the perceived problem. An assess-
ment of the value of continued debate requires inquiries into sub-
jects such as the extent and quality of past political discussion on
the ERA, the potential for and the likelihood of further fruitful
discussion, and the impact of further debate on the decisionmaking
process-subjects that are more appropriate for legislative determina-
tion. Likewise, the legitimacy value is more appropriately and
expertly considered by Congress; this value requires an assessment
of popular consent to changes (or, more accurately, to perceived
changes) in decisionmaking procedures. Factors such as these re-
flect the large role of political expediency in the amending process.
The principle of consensus, 176 however, cannot be trampled
upon by Congress in the interest of these non-principled considera-
tions. For example, if Congress were to declare a proposed amend-
ment ratified in the face of nineteen state legislative rescissions, they
clearly would have negated the most fundamental principle of
article V; the Court could correctly hold that such a case is not a
political question. If, on the other hand, only one of thirty-eight
states were to rescind its ratification and Congress were to declare
the amendment ratified, the Court should be reluctant to reach the
merits because the principle of consensus has not been clearly vio-
lated. As the discussion of the consensus value above demon-
strated,177 that value is flexible to some extent, and can be harmo-
nized with adverse values. The question that will face the Court
will be the extent to which the consensus value can be retarded and
yet not be negatived.
If Congress were to refuse to recognize rescission, the four state
rescissions to date would not sufficiently retard the consensus value
172 See text accompanying notes 32-38 supra.
173 See text accompanying notes 24-38 supra.
174 See text accompanying notes 72-81 supra.
175 See text accompanying notes 82-87 supra.
176 See text accompanying notes 32-38 supra.
1771d.
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to justify the Court's overruling Congress's political judgment; the
same conclusion would certainly apply if Congress were to decide to
allow rescission, for then no value examined here would be negated.
Similarly, the congressional extension of time available for ratifica-
tion does not substantially controvert the relevant values.
Thus the Court's roles as a non-majoritarian institution having
substantial power in a majoritarian regime and as a principled de-
cisionmaker indicate that the time extension and rescission issues of
the ERA fall within the political question doctrine. In each con-
text it is clear that the Court should generally defer resolution of
any controversy concerning ratification of the ERA to the political
branches, and, in disposing of the case, should not reverse any action
taken by those branches on the issue.
D. Disposition of Article V Cases
If the Court finds that an article V "case" (in the ERA context,
a challenge to the constitutionality of the time extension or to the
resolution of the rescission controversy) presents a political question,
the further issue remains of how to dispose of that case. If the
challenge is presented to the Court before a congressional declara-
tion of ratification, the Court should simply dismiss the case on the
ground that it is a political question and await a congressional resolu-
tion of the issue. As the political question doctrine requires the
Court to defer to the judgment of a coordinate branch, dismissal is
the only action that the Court can take before the coordinate branch
resolves the disputed issue.
If the case reaches the Court after Congress has declared the
amendment ratified, 178 however, the Court should then adopt the
determination of the coordinate branch and apply it as settled law
without considering the challenge to the congressional action on the
merits. This disposition-enforcement of the coordinate branch's
determination without evaluating the merits of the determination-
is suggested by the nature of the political question doctrine. Al-
though that doctrine counsels the Court to defer to a coordinate
branch when it cannot resolve a dispute in an appropriately prin-
cipled fashion,1 9 the obverse side of the logic suggests that the Court
must enforce that branch's specific resolution of the dispute and all
legal obligations flowing from that resolution; if the Court were to
dismiss suits challenging the constitutionality of an amendment or
legislation enacted pursuant thereto, the Court would in effect
178 See note 125 supra.
179 See text accompanying notes 165-77 supra.
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eviscerate the resolution by the coordinate branch to which it had
deferred. Thus congressional ratification of a proposed amendment
gives rise to a new principle of decision: a ratified amendment be-
comes incorporated into the Constitution, and must be so declared.
This disposition is also suggested by the Court's role as a
"legitimating force in society."'' 80 Professor Bickel has noted that
the Court's sustaining of congressional or executive action tends to
legitimate that action, and even to convert that action into an
accepted ordering principle. 181 The Court should thus go to great
lengths to avoid the appearance of lending approval to the extension
or rescission behavior considered to be a political question, and
should expressly refuse to examine the merits of the constitutional
challenge. On the other hand, a refusal to declare the congres-
sionally ratified amendment part of the Constitution would call
into question the Court's willingness to enforce that part of the
Constitution, undermining the document's legitimacy and possibly
that of the Court itself. Hence the Court should announce the
amendment to be "legitimate," but should make clear that the basis
of its acceptance is the unscrutinized congressional acceptance.8 2
This analysis rationalizes the apparently inconsistent line of
cases that have construed article V. Each of the first six cases pre-
sented to the Court involved challenges to an amendment after it
had been declared ratified.8s In all six the Court affirmed the
validity of the amendment, thereby respecting the congressional
resolution of the issue. Although all six cases were purportedly
decided on the merits, thereby departing from the suggested analysis,
several are merely conclusory opinions, best explained as resulting
from a desire to affirm the congressional action.'8 In the seventh
180 LEAST DANGEROUS BRANcH, supra note 134, at 31.
181 Id. 129.
182 The Supreme Court has followed this procedure in resolving cases in which
a party has asserted that a statute was improperly adopted and was therefore invalid.
See Harwood v. Westworth, 162 U.S. 547 (1896); Field v. Clark, 143 U.S. 649
(1892). These cases were followed in rejecting a challenge to the validity of a
state's ratification of the 19th amendment in Leser v. Garnett, 258 U.S. 130, 137
(1922). See also Scharpf, supra note 127, at 547 n.106.
183 United States v. Sprague, 282 U.S. 716 (1931); Leser v. Garnett, 258 U.S.
130 (1922); Dillon v. Gloss, 256 U.S. 368 (1921); National Prohibition Cases, 253
U.S. 350 (1920); Hawke v. Smith, 253 U.S. 221 (1920); Hollingsworth v. Virginia,
3 U.S. (3 Dall.) 378 (1798). See note 3 supra.
184 Hollingsworth v. Virginia, 3 U.S. (3 Dall.) 378 (1798) epitomizes such a
conclusory opinion designed to affirm the congressional action. It is a five-line
opinion rendered the day after argument articulating no justification for the exclusion
of the President from the amending process, thereby contracting the clear letter of
art. 1, § 7, of the Constitution. The opinion in the National Prohibition Cases,
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and most recent case, 85 the Court was presented with a challenge
to one state's ratification of a proposed amendment prior to ultimate
ratification. As Congress had not yet had an opportunity to resolve
the dispute by declaring the amendment ratified, the Court refused
to reach the merits and dismissed the case on the grounds that it
presented a political question. This result is entirely consistent with
the above analysis and is the proper disposition of any litigation con-
cerning the ERA prior to a congressional resolution of ratification.
Thus, in sum, the Court should take action only to enforce a con-
gressional declaration of ratification 86 and should refuse to address
the merits of the amending process employed in the adoption of
the ERA in any cases that may come before it.
253 U.S. 350 (1920), is equally conclusory, again offering no reasoning for its
result. See id. 388 (White, CJ., concurring).
Moreover, in Leser v. Garnett, 258 U.S. 130, 137 (1922), the Court explicitly
recognized its obligation to enforce the determination of ratification made by another
branch of government, without investigating the merits of that determination; and
in United States v. Sprague, 282 U.S. 716, 730 (1931), the Court denied a challenge
to the mode of enacting the 18th amendment by concluding that "[the choice,
therefore, of the mode of ratification, lies in the sole discretion of Congress." These
holdings are in compliance with the proposed disposition of an ERA case.
185 Coleman v. Miller, 307 U.S. 433 (1939).
186 It has been assumed that a Supreme Court decision to defer to the respon-
sible political institution would mean deferring to Congress. There are other con-
tending political institutions, however: the state legislatures, the President, and even
the administrator of the General Services Administration (GSA).
The primary claimants for the role of constitutional interpreter of article V
other than Congress are the state legislatures, whose claim derives from their con-
stitutionally-mandated role in the amending process. Congress, however, is the
preferable constitutional interpreter in regard to the time extension issue. The
impact of that decision is national in scope; moreover, the consideration whether the
national marketplace of ideas might be benefited requires information of national
breadth, more accessible to the Congress than to any state legislature. The rescission
issue is also best decided by Congress. Although the framers assigned to the state
legislatures the task of ascertaining the existence of consensus, this task extends only
to the measurement of support within each state, and not to the larger assessment
of the necessary consensus throughout the nation.
The President can also claim some right to influence the determination of the
rescission and time extension issues under art. 1, § 7, of the Constitution. See
Black, On Article I(7)(3), supra note 21, at 896. However, Hollingsworth v.
Virginia, 3 U.S. (3 Dall.) 378 (1798), is established precedent to the contrary.
Finally, the GSA administrator may be able to determine the rescission and
time extension issues, as he is currently empowered to publish the amendment when
ratified. See note 125 supra. The statute is silent as to how the administrator is
to determine ratification, see 1 U.S.C. § 106b (1976). Accordingly, the adminis-
trator may be able to argue that the statute provides him power to determine
ratification. Because the statute was enacted as a part of a reorganization of govern-
ment printing responsibilities, however, it seems most unlikely that Congress intended
to delegate the power to determine ratification to the administrator. See Elder,
supra note 5. Accordingly, the Court should recognize a congressional declaration
of ratification as the definitive legal statement on the rescission and time extension
issues.
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CONCLUSION
The proposed analysis of article V suggests that neither exten-
sion of the ratification period for the ERA nor recognition of state
rescission is inconsistent with its underlying values. Article V
grants to Congress wide-ranging authority in the amendatory proc-
ess, limited only by the specific language of the Constitution and the
preeminent value of consensus.
The expansive quality of article V and the political nature of
its underlying value choices make it unlikely that the Court will
intrude into the amendatory process unless the fundamental values
of article V are threatened. The Congress, then, will likely serve as
the final constitutional interpreter of the extension and rescission
issues.
